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How to reach our office:
By plane from Venice Airport "Marco Polo"
take the line “ALILAGUNA” (waterbus) and get off at
ARSENALE. stop
- - or - take the ACTV or ATVO bus to PIAZZALE ROMA (bus terminal).
Continue using the vaporetto (waterbus) line ACTV n. 4.1, or
5.1, or 6 and get off at the stop ARSENALE, or BIENNALE.
By plane from "Canova" Treviso Airport:
take the ATVO shuttle to Venice PIAZZALE ROMA (bus
terminal).
Continue by the vaporetto (waterbus) line ACTV n. 4.1, or 5.1,
or 6 and get off at the stop ARSENALE, or BIENNALE.
By train (Santa Lucia, Venice train station)
From Venice Santa Lucia Station, take the ACTV waterbus no. 4.1, or 5.1, and get off at ARSENALE, or BIENNALE.
By Car
After the highway exit (A4 or A27) follow the signs for Venice centre. You must arrive at Tronchetto or Piazzale Roma
(the terminal) to park your car.
From Tronchetto, take the waterbus ACTV n. 2 to ZATTERE, then change and continue by the vaporetto (waterbus) n.
5.1, or 6, and get off at the stop BIENNALE.
From the Terminal of Piazzale Roma take the ACTV waterbus line n. 4.1, or 5.1, or 6 and get off at ARSENALE, or
BIENNALE stop.
Walking path from Arsenale stop
Getting off from the waterbus stop, turn on the right and cross two bridges. After the second bridge, on the left, you can
see the wide Via Garibaldi, walk along it, keeping you on the left side. Around the middle of the road, on the same left
side, there’s the NEVODI Restaurant, it is on the corner with a little passage, go inside it and walk along Calle dei Preti
(the name is inside). At the end, the last building on the right side, the house with the number 1980 is our Office.
Welcome, you have arrived!
Walking path from Biennale stop
Getting off from the waterbus stop,
turn on the left, approximately for
50 meters, until reach the nearby
stop Giardini, from here go along the
tree-lined way (Viale Garibaldi) that
you meet on the right, arrive at the
end, where is the monument to G.
Garibaldi. Over the the big iron gates
there is Via Garibaldi, take it,
turning on the left.
Keeping the right side of the street,
after the supermarket COOP and the
pharmacy, there’s a small passage (on
the corner with the NEVODI
Restaurant), enter and you’ll be in
Calle dei Preti (the name is inside).
At the end, the last building on the
right side, the house with the number
1980 is our Office. Welcome you
have arrived!
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